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1. Introduction

Overcapacity refers to the situation where an industry is capable of producing more than what is demanded at the industry level, or allowed by a regulatory framework. In fisheries, overcapacity occurs if there is an imbalance between fishing capacity and available resources. It is widely agreed that such a situation leads to biological overfishing and underutilization of capital assets. Reducing excess capacity, and, thereby, a lump of fixed costs, will generally see overall profits rise. Furthermore, recovery of the fish stocks would eventually improve the fishing potential going forward, and affect the balance between capacity and resources.

Industry capacity and production efficiency are well-studied subjects. Capacity can be measured in different ways, and the concept of optimal capacity is by no means uniquely defined. Traditionally, in fisheries, a distinction is made between input and output related measures. This may involve a vessel's physical characteristics, or its ability to catch fish [8,9]. In the economic literature, an output-based measure is generally applied [9,25,26,31], and can be either technology- or economically-based.

In a purely technological sense, capacity is the maximum possible output that can be produced given full and efficient use of variable inputs and existing technology. An economic-based definition of capacity is defined by the economically optimal (profit-maximizing or cost-minimizing) level of outputs.

The current research also takes an output-based approach, but adds another dimension to the analysis. In particular, we consider it essential to acknowledge the existence of potentially conflicting goals when analysing overcapacity issues in fisheries. As pointed out in [10] “the optimal level of capacity will depend on the objective of management.” From a purely economic (profit-maximizing) perspective, overcapacity and underutilization of capital assets is undesirable since the capital could potentially generate a rent elsewhere in the economy. But, in a socio-economic optimum with multiple conflicting objectives, overcapacity may not be entirely unwanted. For example, maintaining employment levels in rural areas or ensuring sustainable production could be important.

We thus suggest below that an optimal allocation of input factors may not correspond to a scenario without overcapacity. Keeping economic allocative optimality as a point of reference, tradeoffs between objectives may reveal the “cost” of achieving specified levels of various criteria (“objectives” and “criteria” are used synonymously).

In [21], Johansen considers capacity in terms of production capability and defines (short-run) capacity as “the maximum amount that can be produced per unit of time with existing plant and equipment, provided that the availability of variable factors of production is not restricted”. This definition is adopted in the
current analysis. Most fisheries are managed by periodically-adjusted restrictions designed to limit total extractions from the resources to given levels. Industry capacity is evaluated relative to these levels. An output-based approach that accesses production capability and plant capacity utilization is thus considered appropriate.

Multiple Criteria Decision Making (MCDM), including Multi-Objective Programming (MOP), allows the decision-maker to include various interests in the analysis. Furthermore, it forces him to explicitly state the possibly wide range of relevant objectives while recognizing that tradeoffs between objectives are usually an unavoidable reality (viz., increase in one objective may cause a decrease in another).

1.1. Investigating optimal capacity

The purpose of this article is to construct models wherein consequences from management initiatives can be evaluated and related to the production capacity constraints and multiple objectives relevant to the fishery industry. The proposed framework is then applied to the Danish commercial fishing fleet.

Optimal capacity and fleet adjustment are assessed in a broader perspective, simultaneously taking into consideration issues such as profit, employment, and bycatch (catch of non-target species). Decision variables in the model involve fleet structure and allocation of effort, as well as information on which vessels should be excluded. This can assist managers when vessel scrapping and buyback programmes are designed.

Overcapacity is the concern of managers/regulators which, in our case, includes the Danish Ministry of Food, Agriculture and Fisheries and the European Union (EU). In general, such entities seek to discourage the overexploitation of relevant resources. Fisheries are threatened by the tragedy of the commons since individual firms generally do not account for the fact that their (marginal) exploitation of critical resources affects future conditions of the stocks [19,20]. The proposed framework involves an industry management model that assesses overcapacity wherein the decision variables represent fleet structure (number of vessels within different fleet segments), and the allocation of effort (number of fishing days for the various vessels), i.e., the activity of different vessels in different areas.

We show how the model’s objectives are traded off against each other, and that the optimal (most preferred) level of industry capacity helps reveal the underlying preferences of managers. The industry achieves near full capacity utilization when profit is maximized, meaning that overcapacity is close to fully undesired. Further, profit is negatively related to increasing employment. As the latter increases, capacity utilization decreases causing overcapacity to increase. Our analysis also indicates that capacity should be reduced in order to lower bycatch. The Danish commercial fishing fleet studied in the current article is overcapitalized and capable of catching up to approximately 50% more than allowed for various species (see Section 3.2).

Fisheries attract attention from numerous stakeholders, including regulators, fishermen, environmentalists, and labour unions. It is thus relevant, and natural, to consider multiple objectives in designing regulations that account for the inevitably different viewpoints involving management of the sector. While substantial effort has been made in developing bio-economic models, Mardle and Pascoe [30] point out that they may not be adopted by managers as they fail to incorporate multiple objectives. In general, then, single perspective guidelines should be avoided when modelling scenarios involving nature. With this in mind, we propose an MCDM model to better support those making decisions involving fishing capacity.

The model is composed of two components. First, an output-based Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) is applied [4]. Efficiency is evaluated and production units transformed, on an individual basis, such that they use technologically efficient inputs, and expand outputs as much as plant capacity allows. Hereafter, these transformed units with higher production capabilities are included in an aggregate industry model formulated as a multi-objective optimization program. An appealing feature of combining the two stages is that tradeoffs between problem objectives and optimal capacity can be evaluated on the production possibility frontier thus allowing vessels to produce at their full potential. In this regard, sector level analyses generally do not correct for individual inefficiencies.

DEA and MCDM are well established methodologies with the theory in both fields continuing to develop. It is thus interesting that the potential value of combining the two structures has not been well explored. Kerstens et al. [23], however, proposed a similar two-stage model with a DEA feeding input to a mathematical programming model for the Danish fishing industry. The objective involved minimizing fixed inputs to a fishing fleet with the industry program accounting for selected management initiatives via model constraints (see also [7,13,37] for analyses regarding the estimation of minimum input(s) required to maintain outputs for a given industry).

In [18], for example, a DEA model at the industry level was extended to evaluate tradeoffs between efficiency, effectiveness and equality by introducing effectiveness thresholds and equality constraints. Commensurability of outputs was assumed, and a “one-shot” DEA carried out. (Several examples of industry DEA models involving the Danish fishing fleet can be found in [1,24,29]).

Applications of MCDM to fisheries are reviewed in [28]. They are categorized as employing either multi-objective programming (MOP) or evaluation methods. The former involves determining the optimal allocation of assets given an array of objectives, whereas the latter typically deals with multiple criteria problems with a discrete and finite (small) number of alternative management actions. For present purposes, an MOP is applied. (See [33,34] for additional applications.) For more traditional, single-objective economic industry models, see [17] where numerical allocation approaches in European fisheries are surveyed. General introductions to multiple objective decision making can be found in [36,39].

The current article is organised as follows. In Section 2, the proposed multi-criteria model for evaluating optimal production capacity is presented in a generalized form. The model is then applied to the Danish commercial fishing fleet in Section 3. The empirical analysis begins with a description of the data, followed by an analysis of the model’s (industry’s) production potential. Thereafter, tradeoffs between management objectives and corresponding optimal allocations of fishing activities are identified. Section 4 concludes the paper with key implications of the analysis, including the potential for modelling various management scenarios using the suggested model.

2. Proposed multi-objective model for evaluating optimal production capacities

This section describes a general framework wherein optimal production capacity can be evaluated with respect to multiple objectives.

Consider $N$ production units and assume that total production is restricted. Assume, further, that the units produce in a technically efficient way (according to “best practice”) and fully utilize their physical capital. Then, the question is: What is the optimal industry capacity and individual capacity utilization, given that the term “optimal” depends on an array of objectives?

As mentioned in the Introduction, the current analysis is conducted in two stages. In Stage 1, an output-based Data Envelopment
Analysis (DEA) model is applied to evaluate total production capacity and appropriately transform production units, i.e., such that they use inputs technologically efficiently and expand outputs as much as possible (on an individual basis). The original study introducing the term DEA is that of Charnes, Cooper, and Rhodes (CCR) [3] in the late 1970s; but, the fundament for non-parametric measurement of production efficiency dates back to Farrell [16] in the 1950s. An introduction to the methodology, and selected applications, can be found in [4]. See, also, [14] for a thorough description of production frontiers. An earlier application of the approach used in Stage 1 is found in [22], and deals with the technical efficiency and capacity utilization for hospitals.

In Stage 2, the transformed units are included in an industry multi-objective optimization program. The proposed structure determines the optimal allocation of fleet effort and capacity, and, for each unit, the degree of potential activity. Objectives and their tradeoffs can be evaluated, as well as the capacity indicators.

2.1. Stage 1

Assume there are N production units, I inputs, and J outputs, and let:

\[ n = 1, \ldots, N \quad \text{Production units} \]
\[ x_{ki} : i = 1, \ldots, I, k = 1, \ldots, N \quad \text{Input I for unit k} \]
\[ y_{kj} : j = 1, \ldots, J, k = 1, \ldots, N \quad \text{Output j for unit k} \]

Let \( (x,y) \) be an \( I + J \) dimensional vector of inputs and outputs. The production possibility set, or technology \( Y \), is defined as follows:

\[ Y = \left\{(x,y) \in \mathbb{R}^{I+J} | x \text{ can produce } y \right\} \] (1)

In DEA, an inner approximation of the true technology \( Y \) is based on empirical data such that the actual observations are enveloped by the production possibility set according to a minimal series of assumptions. The empirical technology is then described by:

\[ Y^e = \left\{(x,y) \in \mathbb{R}^{I+J} | \sum_{n=1}^{N} \lambda_n x_{ni} \leq x_i, \sum_{n=1}^{N} \lambda_n y_{nj} \geq y_j, \lambda \in \Lambda \right\} \] (2)

where \( \lambda \) is a vector of weights indicating the observations to which \( (x,y) \) is compared, and \( \Lambda \) specifies an assumption about returns to scale of the technology, i.e., \( \Lambda^{\text{crs}} = \left\{ \lambda \in \mathbb{R}^N | \sum_{n=1}^{N} \lambda_n = 1 \right\} \) constant returns to scale (CRS), \( \Lambda^{\text{nirs}} = \left\{ \lambda \in \mathbb{R}^N | \sum_{n=1}^{N} \lambda_n \leq 1 \right\} \) non-increasing returns to scale (NIRS), and \( \Lambda^{\text{vrs}} = \left\{ \lambda \in \mathbb{R}^N | \sum_{n=1}^{N} \lambda_n = 1 \right\} \) variable returns to scale (VRS).

CRS refers to a situation where radial expansion or contraction of observations is allowed. NIRS allows combinations of observations, but not (un)bounded expansion. And, VRS corresponds to NIRS, but observations cannot be radially contracted to the origin. In addition, the empirical technology has properties of free disposal and convexity.

In output-based DEA, the efficiency measure \( \theta \) describes by how much outputs can be proportionally expanded (i.e., with the output mix kept unchanged), given the observed use of inputs. For unit \( k \), the output oriented efficiency measure \( \theta \) can be computed as:

\[ \theta_k^* = \max \{ \theta(x_k, y_k) \} \in Y^e \} \] (3)

The above efficiency measure describes how much production unit \( k \) can increase all its outputs (fixed output mix) given technology \( Y^e \), and with its current use of inputs. When \( \theta_k^* = 1 \), the implication is that unit \( k \) is efficient (on the efficient frontier), whereas \( \theta_k^* > 1 \) means that unit \( k \) is technologically inefficient. Note that unit \( k \) is, via the empirical technology, measured relative to an empirical frontier spanned by the other observations. The empirical technology is thus an inner approximation of the true technology, since best practice is not guaranteed to be efficient, i.e., the efficiency appraisal provides but a relative measure. Furthermore, the measure is influenced by the producers’ operating environment, e.g., through regulation.

In accordance with the Johansen capacity measure [21], a distinction is made between fixed and variable inputs. Furthermore, it is assumed that there are no restrictions on variable inputs. In this way, total production capacity is captured, while accounting for both technically efficient input use and full utilization of physical capital. A technology with variable returns to scale is adopted. This is a common short term assumption and seems in reasonable agreement with the fact that some inputs are considered fixed.

Let \( l_r \) and \( l_c \) be two sets that define a partition between the fixed and variable inputs. Given that there are no restrictions on variable inputs, the production possibility set of the empirical technology then becomes:

\[ Y^e = \left\{(x,y) \in \mathbb{R}^{I+J} \mid \sum_{n=1}^{N} \lambda_n x_{ni} \leq x_i, i \in I_f, \sum_{n=1}^{N} \lambda_n y_{nj} \geq y_j, \lambda \in \Lambda \right\} \] (4)

For individual production unit \( k \), the program for the multi-output efficiency measure becomes (based on [11], and assuming VRS):

\[ \max \theta_k \]
\[ \text{s.t. } \sum_{n=1}^{N} \lambda_n x_{ni} \geq x_i, j = 1, \ldots, J \]
\[ \sum_{n=1}^{N} \lambda_n y_{nj} \leq y_j, i \in I_f \]
\[ \sum_{n=1}^{N} \lambda_n = 1, \lambda_n \geq 0, n = 1, \ldots, N. \] (5)

The program is solved for all units, \( k = 1, \ldots, N \), providing a vector \( (\theta_1, \ldots, \theta_N) \) of the efficiency measures and the matrix \( (\lambda_{nk})_{n,k=1,\ldots,N} \) for the sample of interest. Uncorrected capacity utilization of production unit \( k \) can then be stated as:

\[ CU_k = \frac{1}{\theta_k} \quad k = 1, \ldots, N. \] (6)

Let \( \overline{\theta}_k \) be the solution if the variable inputs were not allowed to change; that is, if restrictions were imposed on the variable inputs in program (5), corresponding to technology (2). Then, the corrected capacity utilization of production unit \( k \) is given by:

\[ C\overline{CU}_k = \frac{\overline{\theta}_k}{\theta_k} \quad k = 1, \ldots, N. \] (7)

The distinction between uncorrected and corrected capacity utilization is based on [12]. It captures the idea that the possible expansion of production can be decomposed in terms of technical inefficiency and underutilization of capital assets.

Equations (8) and (9) below are modest attempts to obtain a measure of total industry overcapacity. In other words, based on the DEA, how much is the industry capable of catching relative to what is demanded, or allowed, by a regulatory framework (quotas)? Aggregation is a well-known challenge within economics. The presence of multiple outputs complicates matters further. Aggregation of individual efficiency measures to obtain an estimate of industry efficiency is not pursued here (see [2] or [15]). On the other hand, a first estimate for industry overcapacity could be calculated as total production capacity (all outputs) divided by...
the sum of maximal allowable productions, \( y_{j}^{\text{max}} (j=1,...,J) \), assuming that the different outputs are units-commensurable so that aggregation is feasible and meaningful, i.e.:

\[
OC = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{J} \sum_{n=1}^{N} \theta_{nj} y_{nj}}{\sum_{j=1}^{J} y_{j}^{\text{max}}}
\]

(8)

In reality, however, crude aggregation of the different outputs may not be appropriate. Another, perhaps more reasonable, approach is to evaluate overcapacity for each output, as done in [38]:

\[
OC_{j} = \frac{\sum_{n=1}^{N} \theta_{nj} y_{nj}}{y_{j}^{\text{max}}}
\]

(9)

In the second stage of our analysis, production units are assumed capable of operating technologically efficient, and at full capacity. Hence, the observations are transformed as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Assign : } & \quad x_{kli} := \sum_{n=1}^{N} x_{nk} x_{ni}, & l=1,\ldots,N, \\
& \quad y_{kji} := \theta_{kj} y_{kj}, & j=1,\ldots,J, & k=1,\ldots,N.
\end{align*}
\]

(10)

Fixed inputs remain unchanged. This is in agreement with the short-run perspective of the present analysis. The two equations in expression (10) state that production unit \( k \) (for all \( k \)) is projected onto the frontier. However, there may be positive slacks for the outputs. The scalar expansion is applied for two reasons. Firstly, it ensures an unchanged output mix. Secondly, our application to the Danish fishing fleet, i.e. the industry model of Stage 2, has a higher level of detail where outputs are not grouped as is the case in Stage 1. (The scalars are calculated based on output groups, but can be applied to individual outputs in Stage 2.)

2.2. Stage 2

Structuring a management scenario as a Multiple Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) problem allows for the inclusion of different, and even diverging, opinions about management goals via a vector of objectives. Tradeoffs can be evaluated, where the "best" solution depends on all objectives simultaneously. The underpinning principle in MCDM is Pareto optimality rather than (unique) optimality; but, it is possible to incorporate preferences towards the objectives, which will then reveal an (subjective) optimal solution.

MCDM covers a wide range of techniques. As previously mentioned, approaches can be considered as being within either of the following two categories: 1) Multi-Objective Programming (MOP) or 2) Evaluation (Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis) methods. The former is generally used to determine the optimal allocation of assets given an array of objectives. The latter typically deals with multiple criterion problems where there is a discrete and finite (small) number of alternative management actions. The model framework developed here fits within the first category.

The MOP analysis is based on the results from Stage 1. Given the transformation in equation (10), all units are capable of producing at full potential capacity.

Consider \( M \) objectives, \( m=1,...,M \), and let \( O_{k} = (O_{1k},...,O_{Mk}) \) be the properties of unit \( k \) with respect to the \( M \) objectives. Furthermore, define the vector \( z \in S \), where \( S \) is the \( n \)-dimensional unit simplex, i.e., \( 0 \leq z_{k} \leq 1, \forall k \in \{1,...,N\} \).

Assume there are \( L \) constraints, and the properties of unit \( k \) (1 \( \leq k \leq N \)) with respect to the constraints are \( P_{k} = (P_{1k},...,P_{Lk}) \).

The multi-objective optimization program then takes the form:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Max } & \sum_{n=1}^{N} z_{n} O_{n}^{l} \\
\text{s.t. } & \sum_{n=1}^{N} z_{n} O_{n}^{M} \leq C^{l}, \quad l = 1,\ldots,L \\
& z_{n} \geq 0, \quad n = 1,\ldots,N.
\end{align*}
\]

(11)

A solution vector \( z' \in S \) is generated, specifying the (optimal) degree of activity for each production unit. The relationships to Stage 1 are incorporated in the vectors \( O_{k}, P_{k}, k = 1,...,N \) and \( C \). When a specific problem is considered, additional/relevant endogenous variables and constraints may be introduced as in the application, below, to the Danish fishing fleet (see Section 3).

There are three main approaches to solving (11): (i) Weighted sum (or Archimedean) optimization, (ii) lexicographic (or preemptive) optimization, and (iii) generating techniques. The approaches are briefly discussed in turn.

First, in the weighted sum approach, a single aggregated objective is formed as the weighted sum of the objectives, and the sum is then maximized. Although this formulation is intuitively appealing, the modeller must account for objectives measured in both varying units and values. Moreover, meaningful weights are essential. This implies that there is some risk that the results are biased if proper scaling is not applied. Moreover, the modeller requires explicit weights to aggregate the objectives. The resulting model’s outcomes are thus subject to these weights.

Second, a lexicographic ordering places objectives at different levels based on their importance to the decision-maker. This approach is appropriate if some objectives are infinitely more important (pre-emptive) than others. Objectives on the same level approach is appropriate if some objectives are infinitely more important (pre-emptive) than others. Objectives on the same level can be aggregated as a weighted sum.

Third, and finally, generating techniques produce a series of non-dominated solutions and do not involve a predetermined set of weights. They actually generate Pareto optimal solutions, i.e. there is no alternative solution that improves one objective without worsening at least one other.

The following case-study focuses on the generation of non-dominated solutions since the purpose of the analysis is to show how the optimal (most preferred) level of industry capacity depends on the underlying preferences of managers, implying that objectives are traded off against one another as well as the degree of overcapacity.

The \( \epsilon \)-constraint method is applied to produce a series of non-dominated solutions to the program in (11). One objective is optimized at a time and a vector \( \epsilon \) defines minimum requirement levels for all other objectives. This eliminates some of the feasible solutions, which is why the approach is sometimes referred to as the ‘reduced feasible region method.’ Solutions are generated by parametric variation of \( \epsilon \) and by switching objectives. If the solution to this program is unique, then it is also non-dominated (see [36]). This approach does not rely on an \( a \) priori determination of management weights. However, the generated solutions can help managers assess tradeoffs and identify a most preferred combined achievement of objectives, in which case the underlying management preferences (weightings) are exposed. This holds since every combination of objectives can be achieved by maximizing some weighted sum of the objectives ([36, Theorem 9.6]). If the management weights were known and explicitly stated, it would...
be straightforward to include them in the model so as to achieve the corresponding optimal solution.

Stage 2 provides information on the level overcapacity as a function of achievement across the various objectives. The Stage 1 transformation ensures that the tradeoffs are evaluated on the technologically efficient frontier.

### 3. Management of the Danish fishing fleet

A previous study on multi-objective management of the Danish industrial fishery (for reduction) in the North Sea revealed the presence of a range of stakeholders and objectives. Researchers from the Institute for Fisheries Management and Coastal Community Development identified such stakeholders and applied a pairwise comparison method based on Saaty’s scale [35] to elicit stakeholders’ preferences towards the various objectives [32]. This information was subsequently incorporated into a multi-objective (goal programming) program, and selected perspectives on optimal management analysed in [27]. The following objectives from this earlier work were adopted for the present analysis.

1. Maximize Profit/Revenue
2. Maximize Employment
3. Minimize Bycatch

These objectives are general in the sense that they apply to most commercial fisheries; in particular, here, to Danish fisheries. (Remaining objectives in [32] primarily represent interests specific to Danish industrial fishery for sand-eel and Norway pout in the North Sea.)

Utilization of fixed capital (relative to potential) was evaluated for the different solutions. (It could also be included as one of the study objectives.) The intuitively reasonable result, that this measure is closely related to the profit objective, was confirmed by our analysis, discussed below. Other relevant objectives that could be taken into consideration include concerns about the ecosystem, as well as breeding grounds for birds and marine mammals, and/or marine-protected areas. The ability to incorporate such objectives into our proposed model depends, of course, on available data. For example, how do the various gear types (vessel segments) interfere with the ecosystem.

### 3.1. Data and conditioning

The two primary data sources for the current study are: 1) Databases prepared and maintained by The Danish Fisheries Directorate (FD), and 2) Account statistics prepared by the statistical department at the Food and Resource Economic Institute (FOI). In addition, the Danish quotas are attained from FD.

The databases from FD provided detailed information on individual catch and effort, as well as on vessel characteristics. Catch and effort were available with respect to species and area, while vessel characteristics include variables such as primary use of gear, tonnage, length, horse power, and number of crew members. Account statistics from FOI provided information on costs. Eight different cost categories were considered for the various fleet segments. Data from the year 2003 were applied.

The dimensions of data are shown in Table 1, below. Vessels were divided into 26 segments depending on length and use of gear. Furthermore, the segmentation separates vessels that participate in a specialized (licensed) fishery with limited entry (mussel, common shrimp and northern prawn fisheries). The county tells from what part of the country the vessels originate.

### 3.2. Methodology

The following objectives from this earlier work were adopted for the present analysis.

1. Maximize Profit/Revenue
2. Maximize Employment
3. Minimize Bycatch

These objectives are general in the sense that they apply to most commercial fisheries; in particular, here, to Danish fisheries. (Remaining objectives in [32] primarily represent interests specific to Danish industrial fishery for sand-eel and Norway pout in the North Sea.)

Utilization of fixed capital (relative to potential) was evaluated for the different solutions. (It could also be included as one of the study objectives.) The intuitively reasonable result, that this measure is closely related to the profit objective, was confirmed by our analysis, discussed below. Other relevant objectives that could be taken into consideration include concerns about the ecosystem, as well as breeding grounds for birds and marine mammals, and/or marine-protected areas. The ability to incorporate such objectives into our proposed model depends, of course, on available data. For example, how do the various gear types (vessel segments) interfere with the ecosystem.

### 3.3. Model inputs and outputs

The two primary data sources for the current study are: 1) Databases prepared and maintained by The Danish Fisheries Directorate (FD), and 2) Account statistics prepared by the statistical department at the Food and Resource Economic Institute (FOI). In addition, the Danish quotas are attained from FD.

The databases from FD provided detailed information on individual catch and effort, as well as on vessel characteristics. Catch and effort were available with respect to species and area, while vessel characteristics include variables such as primary use of gear, tonnage, length, horse power, and number of crew members. Account statistics from FOI provided information on costs. Eight different cost categories were considered for the various fleet segments. Data from the year 2003 were applied.

The dimensions of data are shown in Table 1, below. Vessels were divided into 26 segments depending on length and use of gear. Furthermore, the segmentation separates vessels that participate in a specialized (licensed) fishery with limited entry (mussel, common shrimp and northern prawn fisheries). The county tells from what part of the country the vessels originate.

### Table 1
Data dimensions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Length Segment</th>
<th>Number of vessels</th>
<th>Gross tonnage (GT)</th>
<th>Horse Power (HP)</th>
<th>Catch value relative to total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;12 m</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liners and gill netters</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>698</td>
<td>8849</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trap setters etc.</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>643</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danish seiners/ netters/trawlers</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>314</td>
<td>3605</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trawlers</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>3416</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>1368</td>
<td>16,513</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12–15 m</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liners and gill netters</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>1116</td>
<td>9890</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danish seiners/ netters/trawlers</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>578</td>
<td>6080</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trawlers</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>2677</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>2902</td>
<td>29,012</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15–18 m</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liners and gill netters</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>1359</td>
<td>7920</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danish seiners/ netters/trawlers</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>1550</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trawlers</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>3704</td>
<td>30,915</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>5954</td>
<td>44,261</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18–24 m</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liners and gill netters</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1701</td>
<td>6606</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danish seiners/ netters/trawlers</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>910</td>
<td>3685</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trawlers</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>8983</td>
<td>47,945</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>13,691</td>
<td>67,362</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24–40 m</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam trawlers</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2348</td>
<td>9604</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danish seiners/ netters/trawlers</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1244</td>
<td>3905</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trawlers, mixed</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>7273</td>
<td>23,931</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trawlers, industrial</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>13,024</td>
<td>36,110</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trawlers, consumption</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>10,728</td>
<td>40,973</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>34,617</td>
<td>114,123</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;40 m</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purse seiners</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8050</td>
<td>22,423</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trawlers, mixed</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>9667</td>
<td>23,407</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trawlers, industrial</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6216</td>
<td>15,278</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>2278</td>
<td>16,794</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (All segments)</td>
<td>968</td>
<td>86,724</td>
<td>367,820</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2
Vessels included for year 2003.

| Species: | 93 alternatives |
| County: | 14 alternatives |
| Fishing area: | 30 alternatives |
| Table 3
Model inputs and outputs.

| Fixed inputs: | Gross tonnage (GT), Horse power (HP) |
| Variable inputs: | Labour, Days at sea |
| Outputs: | Cod, Other codfish, Mackerel, Herring, Shrimp and Norway Lobster, Industrial species, Other species, Plaice, Other flatfish, Northern prawn, Mussels |
Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of vessels</th>
<th>Maximal θ</th>
<th>Average θ</th>
<th>Median θ</th>
<th>95% of θ are below:</th>
<th>Average CU (%)</th>
<th>Average CCU (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;12 m</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>7.81</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>4.47</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12–15 m</td>
<td>239</td>
<td>7.83</td>
<td>1.98</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>4.20</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15–18 m</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>6.91</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>3.11</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18–24 m</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>10.21</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>3.01</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24–40 m</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>13.57</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>2.34</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;40 m</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialized fisheries</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>59.30</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>2.60</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>968</td>
<td>59.30</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The proposed model covers the entire commercial fishery sector in Denmark, i.e., vessels with minimum yearly revenue above a given threshold (approximately €31,000 in year 2003). It was assumed that the share of the fishery accounted for by non-commercial vessels remain constant over time.\(^1\)\(^2\)\(^3\)

Table 2 shows the structure of the included vessels. The diversity of the fleet is apparent. Of 968 total vessels, the dominant share were small- or medium-sized (under 24 m), that participated primarily in mixed fisheries for consumption species. Larger vessels, in excess of 24 m, are more oriented towards industrial species (for reduction), herring and mackerel. Notice that the nine purse seiners over 40 m accounted for approximately 9% of catch value in 2003. Vessels more than 24 m accounted for 50% of catch value and 68% of gross tonnage. There were 87 vessels in licensed fishery for mussels and northern prawn. Common shrimp fisheries were excluded since no cost data were available.

### 3.2. Stage 1: DEA analysis – empirical results

Table 3 lists the inputs and outputs used in the analysis. Fixed inputs include horse power (HP) and gross tonnage (GT) with variable inputs of labour and days at sea. In the short term, it is reasonable to consider GT and HP as fixed, whereas labour and days at sea can be adapted to given circumstances on short notice. The outputs include 11 homogenous groups of species, which provide a meaningful representation of Danish fisheries in terms of the main target species.

The Danish fleet as a whole is not a homogenous group (vessels participate in quite different fisheries) and are therefore not necessarily comparable in terms of technological use of inputs. Hence, not all vessels should be compared at the same time. In order to determine how calculations should be segmented, two alternatives were considered: 1) Distinguish between those vessels using different kinds of gear and belonging to different length groups (viz., the 26 fleet segments in Table 2), and 2) only distinguish between different length groups and specialized fisheries (i.e., seven groups, vessels aggregated within the six length categories and the specialized fisheries, see Table 2). In other words, under alternative (1), only vessels that use the same gear structure, and belong to the same length group are compared, whereas under alternative (2), only vessel length determines which vessels are compared.

Not surprisingly, the two above-mentioned alternative approaches have both advantages and disadvantages. On the one hand, it seems more appropriate to only compare vessels using the same type of gear. At the same time, the smaller the groups become, the higher is the tendency for the vessels to appear efficient (and therefore not capable of increasing output). That is to say, efficiency estimates in small groups are downwards biased. Cooper et. al.'s rule of thumb [6, p. 252] suggests that there are at least max(l+J,3 (l + J)) observations in each group. Based on these considerations, the second alternative/case is used going forward.

Table 4, below, provides a summary of the resulting efficiency measures realized from the (seven) DEA analyses.

Note that the average efficiency measures tend to be larger for smaller vessels, which corresponds to a smaller degree of capacity utilization. Vessels over 40 m appear most efficient, which corresponds to higher capacity utilization. The efficiency measures (expansion factors) appear to be reliable, which is further supported by the observed median values and 95 percentiles. When the maximal efficiency measures are considered, the specialized fisheries separate from the group. The “59.30” derives from a vessel catching only a small amount of mussels, which does not negatively affect the subsequent analysis.

Average uncorrected capacity utilization (CU) varies from 62% for smaller vessels between 12 and 15 m–91% for vessels larger than 40 m. The overall average is 71% suggesting that any commercial vessel in the Danish fishing fleet produces less than approximately half way between CU and full capacity utilization (100%). This implies that approximately half the possible increase in production could be achieved with the same level of inputs, if vessels were operating technologically efficiently.

When vessels are transformed in accordance with (10), i.e., operating at full capacity, then overcapacity can be evaluated for each output using (9). The results of this analysis are given in Table 5. (Recall that current overcapacity measures up to approximately 50% (53% for shrimp and Norway lobster).

The Table 5 results clearly indicate that there is an imbalance between available resources and fleet capacity. In eight of the 11 output groups, overcapacity exceeds 25%. An interesting observation is that, in 2003, only herring was under individual transferable quotas (ITQ) regulation.

### 3.3. Stage 2: Multi-objective programming (MOP) analysis – empirical results

#### 3.3.1. Programming model

Profit is defined as aggregated contribution margin (CM) less a minimum required rent (Minrent). Using average fleet segment fixed costs on individual vessels level instead of Minrent would have inappropriate consequences to the outcome by eliminating

Table 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Overcapacity with respect to the output groups studied.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cod</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other codfish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mackerel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shrimp and Norway lobster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial species</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
many vessels from the analysis, which is not realistic. Employment is defined here as the aggregated number of crew members for active vessels, while bycatch is the sum of bycatch indices related to the individual vessels (based on the value of non-target landings). This is a particularly simplified measure of bycatch and only serves the present analysis by way of example. Bycatch is reduced by allocating less activity to vessels with large bycatch indices. This approach has the effect of imposing weak disposability, as it is modeled in [5]. Reductions of undesired outputs are only possible if desired outputs are reduced in the same proportion.

The proposed program is outlined as (12):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Max} \sum_n (z_n CM_n - b_n \text{Minrent}_n) & \quad \text{(Profit)} \\
\text{Max} \sum_n b_n \text{Crew Members}_n & \quad \text{(Employment)} \\
\text{Min} \sum_n z_n \text{Bycatch}_n & \quad \text{(Bycatch)} \\
\text{s.t.} & \\
\sum_n z_n y_{nja} & \leq TAC_{ja}, \forall j, a \quad \text{(Quota restriction)} \\
z_n \text{REVENUE}_n & \geq \alpha b_n \text{REVENUE}_{n2003}, \forall n \quad \text{(Minimum CM if active)} \\
0 & \leq z_n \leq 1, b_n \in \{0, 1\}, z_n \leq b_n, \forall n,
\end{align*}
\]

where \(z_n\) is the degree of activity for vessel \(n\), and \(b_n\) is a binary variable representing whether or not vessel \(n\) is active.

Contribution margin equals revenue less variable operating costs, sales costs and crew payment. \(\text{Minrent}_n\) is a percentage of insurance value for vessel \(n\), which is used to approximate fixed cost via invested capital. The number of crew members on vessel \(n\) is \(\text{Crew Members}_n\). \(\text{Bycatch}_n\) is an index for vessel \(n\), representing the share of catch value that comes from non-target species. The potential catch of species \(j\) in area \(a\) by vessel \(n\) is given by \(y_{nja}\), while the total allowable catch of species \(j\) in area \(a\) is represented by \(TAC_{ja}\). Finally, \(\text{REVENUE}_n\) describes the potential revenue for vessel \(n\) while \(\text{REVENUE}_{n2003}\) is the actual revenue for vessel \(n\) in 2003. It is assumed that vessels only remain active if their revenue is at least \(\alpha\) (0.5 is applied hereafter) times 2003 revenue.

The program returns two vectors, \(z\) and \(b\), where \(0 \leq z \leq 1\) describes the degree of activity for each of the 968 commercial vessels, and \(b\) is a binary vector, with an entry equal to 1 for a vessel which is active (i.e. corresponding entry in \(z\) is strictly positive), and 0 otherwise. If a vessel is active (no matter the degree of activity), the binary variable induces a fixed cost. The solution thus provides a composition of the fleet, and corresponding individual activity levels. If \(b_n = 1\), for all \(n\), then all original vessels are included.

The three objectives in program (12) are formulated as aggregated measures for the Danish commercial fleet as a whole. However, this need not be the case. The model is able to distinguish between, for example, different management areas, species, and/or home regions of the vessels. In other words, the model allows for other, and perhaps more sophisticated, (re)formulations of the objectives.

To track utilization of fixed capital, the averages of the individual utilization rates corresponding to the different MOP solutions are calculated. It is here described as the average degree of activity (relative to the potential) for all active vessels. The measure, \(P\), is defined as:

\[
P = \frac{\sum_n z_n}{\sum_n b_n} \quad \text{Average utilization of fixed capital} \quad (13)
\]

### 3.3.2. Comparison of single-criteria optimal solutions

Initially, only two criteria are considered, profit and employment. Employment is maximal if all vessels remain active, corresponding to the actual Danish commercial fleet in 2003, i.e. this is the basis (and employment maximizing) scenario. As a point of reference a single-objective optimization of profit has been

![Fig. 1. Distribution of reduction (approximated) in fishing capacity when profit is maximized.](image1)

![Fig. 2. Tradeoff between profit and employment.](image2)
conducted. The results of the two extremes with respect to allocation of vessels and employees are given in Table 6.

In terms of both numbers of vessels and employees, the profit maximizing scenario suggests large reductions relative to the basis scenario. In total, 42% of the vessels and 36% of the employees would be expected to leave the fishery when profit is maximized. This suggests that, from a profit maximizing perspective, there is severe overcapacity. The largest relative reduction is suggested for vessels under 15 m; but the numbers of larger vessels, which are dominant in catch quantities, should also be significantly reduced.

The last two columns of Table 6 show how revenue is allocated between the different vessel length groups. In particular, it describes how revenue is concentrated on larger vessels when profit is maximized. In other words, maximizing profit and reducing overcapacity results in relatively greater use of larger vessels. Such ships are less labour intensive (revenue (and profit) per employee is smaller). This, in turn, suggests that the marginal loss in profit from including an employee diminishes as vessels, in particular smaller vessels, are excluded. However, the profit maximizing solution relies mostly on reducing capacity within the larger groups, i.e., in order to maximize profit, more capacity in terms of catching capability has to be taken out of the larger length groups. This phenomenon is displayed in Fig. 1. Note that the reduction in number of vessels is weighted by the profit maximization of vessels and employees are given in Table 6.

3.3.3. Tradeoff between profit and employment

Fig. 2 shows the tradeoff-curve between profit and employment achieved by applying the $r$-constraint method. It appears clearly that profit decreases with increasing employment, and that there was excess employment and capital tied up in the fishery. In other words, a more effective economic utilization of the production units was possible at the expense of employment.

Importantly, the curve can be used to clarify and quantify tradeoffs in management objectives. For example, are we willing to reduce employment by A to achieve an increase of B in profit? Or, what is the marginal loss in profit from employing one additional fisherman? The slopes of the piecewise linear curve connecting the points in Fig. 2 (see Table 7) can be used to address the latter question.

These slopes thus represent the marginal loss in profit from employing another fisherman in the four intervals of the figure.

Further elaboration on such consequences is possible by relating the result to employment rate (in society). As an example, consider a situation with 2000 people employed in commercial fishery. The resulting slope would then indicate that the marginal loss in profit from employing an additional fisherman is approx. 12,605 Euro. For the fishing industry, this is obviously an undesirable prospect. For society as a whole, however, it may be more acceptable. In 2003, the average fisherman’s income in Denmark was 18,658 Euro.

Table 8 shows the implications of including the third objective, bycatch. The two upper curves represent the situation with no restriction on bycatch, whereas the two lower curves are restricted by upper limits on the bycatch measure (Bycatch ≤ B). Note that including bycatch pulls the curves down. Likewise, including the

Table 7

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slope</th>
<th>Slope (Euros)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1–2</td>
<td>–4630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2–3</td>
<td>–12605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3–4</td>
<td>–21008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4–5</td>
<td>–54393</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Profit (mill. Euro)</th>
<th>68</th>
<th>67</th>
<th>64</th>
<th>59</th>
<th>46</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overcapacity (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cod</td>
<td>–5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other codfish</td>
<td>–15</td>
<td>–11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mackerel</td>
<td>–1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herring</td>
<td>–8</td>
<td>–5</td>
<td>–2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shrimp and Norway lobster</td>
<td>–8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial species</td>
<td>–4</td>
<td>–3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plaice</td>
<td>–5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other flatfish</td>
<td>–14</td>
<td>–1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern prawn</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mussels</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other species</td>
<td>–1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Constraints are applied in the restriction on bycatch shifts the curve in Fig. 2 towards the origin. Generally, this will worsen the other objectives and reduce variation as additional objectives are included; that is to say, as more constraints are applied in the $\varepsilon$-constraint method the feasible set of solutions will be reduced.

4. Conclusions

Management of natural resources, including fisheries, concerns many people with a wide variety of interests. The presence of multiple objectives is most often an unavoidable reality. The purpose of this article is to contribute to the literature on industry production capacity and suggest how it can be evaluated from a multi-objective perspective.

Optimizing capacity involves the simultaneous consideration of several objectives. At the same time, it is essential to distinguish between the condition of optimal (most preferred) capacity and that situation with no overcapacity. The objectives must be traded off against one another, thus requiring management to balance all relevant interests in determining a ‘best’ strategy. Unless management’s preferences for lack of overcapacity are unidirectional, (single-objective optimization), degree of overcapacity will exist in the optimal solution.

A two-stage model has been suggested. The first stage is an output oriented DEA, where producers on an individual basis are compared to assess technical efficiency and production capability. In the second stage, the individual units are transformed according to the results in stage one, and included in a MCDM industry model. Combining the two stages ensures that a multiple criteria analysis takes place on the production possibility frontier. This approach was then applied to the Danish commercial fishing fleet. By generating a series of Pareto optimal solutions, tradeoffs between objectives and corresponding allocations of capacity and fleet effort were considered. Profit, employment, and bycatch were included as objectives, but other relevant objectives are likely to exist.

The model can produce valuable information for management in terms of tradeoffs, policy frontiers, objective values and optimal fleet structure. Furthermore, different scenarios can easily be structured and consequences of resulting optimal fishing fleets tested. The ease with which constraints can be changed allows for a wide range of comparative studies. For example, one could introduce a reduction in quotas, a limitation on effort, limited access to specific fishing areas, or restrictions on gear types.

Nevertheless, it is challenging to generate meaningful functional descriptions of the problem’s objectives, viz., how might appropriate working conditions (safety) or damage to the ecosystem be measured?

The analysis of the Danish commercial fishery showed how optimal capacity can depend on preferences towards various management objectives. This supports the notion that fisheries inherently have some degree of overcapacity as fisheries management is generally characterized by the presence of multiple objectives. Given current quotas, the existing Danish commercial fishing fleet can thus be reduced significantly in seeking maximal profit. In this regard, as management seeks to maximize employment, overcapacity will be expected to rise.

In the present analysis, capacity measures were calculated based on current resources levels. Further, it was assumed that the output mix of a given vessel is fixed. Future research might therefore consider situations with long-term recovered stocks. Catching possibilities would likely be expanded by relaxing quota restrictions and reducing overcapacity. Conversely, allowing for changes in the output mix of individual vessels could increase potential utilization of fixed capital. In such a case, overcapacity would become even more pronounced. Finally, it would be interesting to apply the proposed model with other fleet segments, areas etc. In so doing, one could thus approach the problem of overcapacity from an international perspective, given that reliable data were available.
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